
8-10 hrs of coverage
digital photo gallery
15 spread album
highlight video
engagement session
boudoir session

PLATINUM - $5500

This  is the ultimate wedding bundle! From engagement to “I do”,  we have you  

covered!  We’ll start by scheduling your engagement shoot. Here we’ll set the tone
for the big day by capturing your photos and a bit of footage that we can splice into
the final wedding video. These sessions are typically 90-minutes to 2-hours with
multiple locations/outfits if needed. 

Included in the Platinum Packages is your boudoir shoot. Our gorgeous boudoir
albums make the perfect gift to your soulmate- or maybe you’re BOTH in the shoot!
This is an experience you won’t soon forget. Hair and makeup are included. If you’ve
considered a boudoir shoot be sure to ask for  the Boudoir Brochure for more
information. This is offered at an exclusive wedding package price of over 50% off!

On the big day, we’ll bring a 3-4 person crew to capture your day from beginning to
end. From hair and makeup to cutting loose on the dance floor, we document the
entire day with photos and set the highlight video to your first dance song.  We also
conduct a “pre-ceremony” interview with each of you individually, asking the same
questions and putting them side by side in the video-you’ll cherish it decades down
the road.  

The wedding albums are customizable  and printed on Fuji archival paper that will
still be around for your great grandkids to see! 
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8-10 hrs of coverage
digital photo gallery
highlight video
10 spread album 
engagement session

GOLD - $4500

The Gold package covers everything you need for your big day! Everything from
the Platinum package is included here except the boudoir shoot. The wedding album is

20 images, but can be increased upon request. Our most popular package, this will
give you all the memories you’ll want from your wedding day!



8-10 hrs of coverage
digital photo gallery
engagement session

SILVER - $3500

The Silver package gives you the choice of photo or video for your wedding! 
Everything from the engagement session to the big day will be covered in either
photo or video. You’ll receive all of your images via a personal online gallery where
you can download any or all of the images. You’ll also have an option to order prints
directly from the gallery! 



8-10 hrs of coverage
digital photo gallery 

BRONZE - $2500

The Bronze package will cover your wedding from start to finish. You can choose  
between photo or video coverage, in case you already have a photo/videographer
booked. From makeup to reception, you’ll have memories from the whole day!
You’ll receive all of your images via a personal online gallery where you can
download any  or all of the images. You’ll also have an option to order prints directly
from the gallery. 



Frequently Asked Questions 



What is a wedding highlight video? How long is it? How do I get it when it’s
done?

Our wedding highlight videos range from 5-7 minutes long. They showcase the high points of the day, set to the tune of your first dance
song. Once you’re both dressed for the day, we  conduct a short interview of you individually. We ask you the same questions and line
your answers up in the video. Even if you’re shy, you’ll look back on it fondly one day. You do not have to do the interview, but the crew
is there and ready in that time before the ceremony. Once edited together, you can download the final version from a private cloud link
to keep forever.  My Wedding Package Includes an Album. Are there options? 
I’ve tried several online printers and discovered one that does phenomenal work. I’ve selected several options to choose from their
insanely gorgeous catalogue. Fuji archival paper will keep them pristine for generations and be displayed in a “gutter less” flat-lay
design. The covers range from wood or acrylic to bold or dark looks. We can even add gilded color edges to the pages. We’ll work
together to create a true work of art.  Album design and delivery ranges from 12-14 days. 

 What is a Boudoir Shoot?
Boudoir shoots are truly an experience. Boudoir is French for “sitting room” or bedroom. It focuses on an individual (or two) in an
intimate setting. Typically done in undergarments or lingerie, some clients choose alternative looks like jeans, oversized sweaters, robes,
or nothing at all. These shoots are of a more stylized nature, so a wardrobe  consultation takes place prior to the shoot to coordinate
colors. Hair and makeup is provided and I work with a professional stylist. Some photographers use the term “empowerment” and
while I agree, I stress to my clients that a Boudoir shoot should be fun. When we’re having fun, we’re relaxed and when we’re relaxed,
we can be confident. If you’d like to learn more about my boudoir shoots please ask for the brochure and client guide. 

How many images come in my Wedding Package? 
Every package includes a full day of coverage. It’s one of the biggest days of your lives, why not document it? Between my 2 person
photography crew, we take hundreds, sometimes thousands of photos. Trust me, they’re not all keepers! We narrow down the gallery
to  a few hundred of the best images. The focus of the image gallery will be on the ceremony, portraits, and group photos, with other
parts of the day, garment shots, venue shots, and guest shots rounding out the remainder.  

How far do you travel? 
In short, anywhere! Depending on the distance, travel fees will incur. If the destination is out of the state of Ohio, I do my best to hire
assistants local to the wedding venue. 



What payment methods do you take? 
I use Square processing services for all of my invoices. You have the option of using any
major credit/debit cards. I’ve also partnered with Klarna and Afterpay to offer more
flexible payment options. They both have a high approval rate and will break up the
invoice into payments. 


